Now that the enemy is acquiring problems from our education and work, same as the times moving against them, you will see all sorts of things that will be seemingly "unexplainable".

I have written about this years ago, on posts dealing with what the enemy was going to do in the future. Now, this is happening.

To make an estimation…
The enemy as it's well known to everyone to do *ANYTHING* in order to deceive, destroy, subvert and survive. Absolutely anything. Their lies, deceptions and their "matrix" are their lifelines. If these start to go down, they will try to "Resurrect them" by "Updating them" to what's "New". Trump is a manifestation of this. "Silent Majority Oy Vey", "We want to build a Wall Oy Vey" and the list goes on. This is level one of their reactions and in many ways, this "works wonders". We can call this "Level One of Jewish Alarm". Here we have infiltration, subversion from within, trying to "mix" and "conjure up" anything to fill in for anything.

The basis of their system ALWAYS remains the same. Here we have rigged elections, false "change" movements, and the general retardants and time wasting of "Demokrazy" as the jews have corrupted it to be.

In a religious or social sense, this is why we have slaver medieval jewsus, hippie jewsus, druggie DMT jewsus, Asian Jewsus, Pedophile Jewsus, Black African Jewsus and anything else. A lie can be molded into everything. The same can be said for their rotten religions, political systems, or even servants. These are people who have been trained for their whole life, in order to learn the art of infiltration, subversion and destruction from within. The enemy on this level is "borderline" worried. This has been the consistent level the jews have taken after WW2 and the major awakening of that time.

After this level, we have "level two". In level two, the jews still try to cover up lies and conjure new ones, but to a lesser degree. This cannot happen from within since they cannot "infiltrate" and have lost the power of "tying in". This is the level where the jews try to play well and play tabs, pretend to be friends, or at least non interested. They will sacrifice as many of their own in the fire as they need (even the Jewish God does this in the Torah, to save the Jews from an enemy king, so even the King let his guard down and the rest of the jews destroyed him) to prove they are NOT guilty and that EVERYTHING is FINE. All of it will be pampered as a "THING OF THE PAST". This gives them time to prepare for "level Three". The jews at this point are either "baseline worried" or "extremely worried".

On "Level Three" the jews go into open warfare against their enemies, and they of course blame their enemies for it, because they already went into "level two" and trying to play the good and the tabs. This is a full-blown war and this is what they do to Germany. They do this through others etc., but this war is a war on all levels and the jews pull this when they are afraid of literally losing everything. This is where their power to lie and everything else has deteriorated, and they no longer "Expect" it to work, but they use it anyway.
On "Level Four" we have two outcomes. Either the jews have won, so they try to make the false heroes, and try to again "Restart" their Matrix with more favorable conditions, or they just, after having "completely lost", try to summon endless mercy and recuperation time from their enemies. This is exactly what also guarantees the "re-running" of their Matrix, as they will technically restart everything all over again, and use their same, worked and proven ancient methods. Both these result again to them "having it their way", the only difference in this is the time they have won or lost in all of this.

As for Trumpey, Jewsus, Killary and everything else, all these saviors have one thing in common. All these are by nature empty promises and this is exactly what the jews do. The jews see "hope" as a major weakness and retardation on the part of "Non-Reptilian Goyim Slave Society". They try to keep up with the times, and will of course, since they are losing in many ways, try to win time, in order to become stronger and come back even harder on the "Goyim Slaves". Part of this is "Mercy" and forcing the Goyim to "overthink" in regards to the jews, or important matters such as illegal immigration and generally, everything that needs IMMEDIATE moves, for it acts as a quick infection. The system is made in that way so that people don't have TIME to think about anything or tackle these issues.

This is just to divert attention, make the Goyim waste energy and time, and then, the enemy comes back stronger with new lies etc. Until people wake up, which in many cases can be one minute too late. No solutions are provided to any problems, and problems remain and become giant behind the scenes.

This has manifested in many areas. For instance, "Alex ADL Jones" is a well-known, paid shill of the jews. The jews are the guys that MADE, CREATED, ENDORSED and PROMOTED these people. Of course, any paid shill of the jews shows their obvious character. They are an opportunistic, lying, inferior garbage that just followed the slavers in order to reap rewards. Anything goes with them. This is evident in "Alex ADL Jones" and all the other junkies. He always ranted and raved like an original Communist for years upon years, and his jewish act is, was and will forever be well known.

So Alex ADL Jones and all the junkies of his type, when they see the jews will fail out and will be unable to give their "Candy" and be their "Sugar Daddy" they will just gradually let them for the new master, whomever that is. "Trump" it is now? "Trump" then. Is it "Rabbi Yahushua Jesus, Messiah of the ews and Global Slaver". "Messiah" then.

Is it someone else that defeated the jews? With a minor disdain for they loved
their old masters much, "That Someone" is going to be their new master. Irrespective of if they are going to kill and destroy him anyway. This rhymes with how all of this inferior enemy garbage always tries to keep "tabs" and be "good" with anyone, while machinating their death and worse. They are only loyal to the jews because the jew own what they are within. The jews made them.

Now that the Jews gave rise to the "New" Trump and all these other "Backup Cards" they had in their hands for years, Alexov ADL Jones, of course "turned the ship" to where the Shekels lie and the "Public Opinion". That is, trying to affirm indirectly the (((JEWS))) are behind matters and the list goes. This is not only controlled opposition, but it's a sly method so the jews can win time. The jews are the first to seemingly "betray" their so-called "Race", infiltrate opposition, or give "knowledge" to many in regards to what is going on.

So with all these things going and about to come, don't be surprised if Alex ADL Jones down the years praises the Nazis, revokes all his past work as "Error" (as if all these years of enemy propaganda...don't matter anymore) or if "Brother Nathanael" passes links to the turns Pagan. "Communist Pagan" of course. Unless our side comes in Power. Then Brother Nathanael will send his CV to become our greatest spy and insightful "PAGAN" against the jews. Because, Brother Nathanael from the race of the reptilian hybrids, did indeed change, mind, body, and soul apparently...

No... It's not that they are LOSING and they are AFRAID. It must be some sort of loyalty change.

The Typical "Goyim" Sheep will invent all sorts of excuses to excuse those whom have otherwise destroyed him and made them sheep for tens or thousands of years. This rhymes with the Jewish Slave Programming that implies a Stockholm Syndrome [Where one loves their rapist after being raped for too long to remember anything else] so that the jewish slaves will love, protect and stand up for the jews with whatever means possible.

The Goyim Speaks:

"You Never Know! Jews can be good guys! Let's forgive them! "Alex ADL Jones" didn't have a chance! He was suppressed by the Jewish System so he couldn’t say the Truth but did his "part" in dismantling them!!! He did good to us for talking against Hitler for over a decade! He arose Hitler interest! His Jewish Wife is only Half Jewish, and she Meditates so she Weeded out Half of her Jewishness. And even had a nose Job! Now they are with us as MR Trump! We are going to build a Wall! I feel so protected! They can Change Their Ways, Like Jesus Said! The Men of Darkness can be Turned to Light! For they are normal humans that
apparently not psychopaths that followed the jewish supremacist slaver for their whole lifetime. No... They will Change! Trump is Pro White! Alex ADL Jones, David Nosejob Duke, Show Us the Way! "

Therefore, what I am saying in very few lines.

There is no skirt and no foot the jews will not be willing to lick, in order to get time and machinate another comeback plan. There is no limit to the lies, deceptions and emotional mongering they will do. All they understand in their brain is "SURVIVE"- by any and all means necessary.

There is also no limit to how further their shills will go. If the enemy drops, their shills will ask as natural shills for a new "Master". But they will always be loyal to their "Fashioner".

There is also no limit to retardation of people who are open and subjectable to these shills and others, as to believe these idiots builds upon mental weakness and incapability to see through on what these GLARINGLY OBVIOUS shills are and doing. These people are not to be trusted, based upon, and in many cases, even argued. They are the sheep the Jewish Bible talks about of making "Humanity".

Old Shills, New Shilling, Forever Shilling.